Do something Green
Green things can be found anywhere. From animals to trees, there are plenty of green things to see.
Green is the color of life. When things in nature are green they are alive.

My favorite green things:
The sun makes green things come alive by giving them energy.

This is called photosynthesis.
In order for photosynthesis to happen, green things need water, sunshine, and air.

This is the key to making green things green! However, green things must be patient because photosynthesis can take a very long time.
Green things are pretty to see and make our world bright.
Plus, dinosaurs love green things, too!
Green things are good for you and your body. Like plants, you get energy from eating green things. Try to eat at least 3 green things a day!

My favorite green things to eat:
Keeping our world green is important and we can all lend a hand in keeping the world green. You can help keep our world green, too!
Help keep our world green by:

- Planting green things
- Recycling paper and plastics when you are done using them
- Picking up litter or trash
Green things make the world beautiful. A world without green is a boring world.